Abstract-We present photoemission time-delay measurements between electrons originating from the valence shells of neon and argon obtained by attosecond streaking. After giving a brief review of the different techniques, we focus on more detailed analysis using the attosecond streaking technique. We show that the temporal structure of the ionizing single attosecond pulse may significantly affect the obtained time delays, and we propose a procedure how to take this contribution properly into account. Our analysis reveals a delay of a few tens of attoseconds in a photon energy range between 28 and 40 eV in the emission of electrons ionized from argon with respect to those liberated from neon.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT progress in ultrafast science has lead to the generation and use of extreme ultra-violet (XUV) attosecond pulses [1] , [2] , providing the experimental tools for real-time observation of electron dynamics in atomic, molecular and solid targets [3] - [5] . The possibility to access dynamics in the subfemtosecond time domain opened up the opportunity to address new sets of physical problems. For instance a simple question that can be posed is how long does it take for light to remove an electron from an atom or a molecule? The answer to this question is not trivial because it is well known in quantum mechanics that time is not a direct observable quantity [6] . Therefore timing information has to be inferred indirectly by choosing other measurable observables.
The main experimental techniques that have addressed this question are the attoclock [7] , [8] , attosecond streaking [2] , [9] and two-photon sideband (SB) interferometry, often referred to as the RABBITT (reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transitions) method [1] , [10] .
With photon energies well below the ionization potential of an atom a bound electron can be removed in the strong laser field interaction through multiphoton or tunnel ionization. A recent estimation of a tunneling delay time in helium [11] , [12] has been obtained with the attoclock, which is a method well suited to study strong-field ionization dynamics. The technique employs only a single elliptically polarized few-cycle pulse [8] ; the precise knowledge of the polarization state of the laser field determines the calibration of the clock, while the timing information with attosecond resolution is extracted by measuring the angular component of the electron momentum after ionization with great accuracy.
On the other hand with photon energies above the ionization potential, single-photon ionization dynamics can be investigated using either attosecond streaking or RABBITT with a pump-probe two-color scheme, where a relatively strong femtosecond infrared (IR) laser field is used at the target together with the attosecond pulses. In attosecond streaking, a single attosecond pulse (SAP) is used to ionize the target [2] , [9] , while in RABBITT attosecond pulse trains (APTs) are employed [1] . In both cases, the synchronized IR probe pulse provides the timing information.
RABBITT and attosecond streaking have been employed to measure the relative photoemission time delay between electrons emitted from two distinct energy levels of argon [13] and neon [14] , respectively. Here, we extend the attosecond streaking method with coincidence detection, thus accessing the energy-dependent difference in photoemission time delay between electrons ionized from multiple atomic species within the same experiment thus assuring identical experimental conditions.
II. TIME DELAY DETERMINATION
Although our work presented here deals entirely with attosecond streaking measurements, let us first briefly review how timing information is retrieved using the RABBITT method. Most of the physical concepts are the same for both methods and the goal of our paper is to show how to adopt some precautions that are inherently employed in RABBITT also in streaking measurements.
A. RABBITT
In the case of RABBITT, the time delay in the atomic photo ionization process is contained in the phase of the SB oscillations, generated by the interference of two ionization channels, both involving absorption of a harmonic photon from the XUV frequency comb of the APT and the absorption (or emission) of an additional IR photon [15] .
The total phase ϕ SB of the SB oscillations is the sum of two main contributions: the phase difference between consecutive harmonics ϕ atto and the so-called atomic phase ϕ atomic due to the two-photon ionization process as previously described. Similar to the SPIDER measurements [16] a constant phase between all the harmonics results in an averaged transform-limited attosecond pulse within the APT. Thus a frequency-dependent phase ϕ atto broadens the attosecond pulses and determines the average attochirp of the individual attosecond pulses within the ATP. Note that in this case no phase dependence within the individual harmonics is measured which would determine the APT duration.
The atomic phase ϕ atomic is related to the intrinsic photoelectron group delay, which in turn may give access to the EisenbudWigner-Smith (or also referred to as simply the Wigner) photoionization time delay [17] , [18] . The latter is defined as the measure for the spectral variation of the scattering phase and represents the phase accumulated by the photoelectron when escaping the atomic Coulomb potential.
The propagation of the electron wavepacket can then be seen in terms of the linear phase shifts acquired by the individual monochromatic waves that result into a time delay with respect to the free propagation. This effect is analogous to the propagation of a laser pulse through a dispersive medium: in both cases, the group delay experienced by the electron wavepacket or the laser pulse is given by the derivative of the spectral phase φ at any frequency ω: τ = ∂φ/∂ω. More details will be given in Section III-D.
In principle, from a single RABBITT measurement it is not possible to disentangle the contributions of the two components ϕ atto and ϕ atomic to the total phase. Thus an additional reference measurement must be performed such as for electrons ionized from two different initial states [13] or from two different targets simultaneously [19] . Using the same APT for both RABBITT traces ensures that the contribution of the term ϕ atto cancels out. Hence, the difference of the atomic phases results to be:
It is important to note that the SB oscillations around the same harmonic order have to be compared in both RABBITT traces to make sure that the liberated electrons have absorbed XUV photons of the same energy. Only in this case the phase difference due to the temporal structure of the APT ϕ atto is the same and cancels out (1) . For example a finite attochirp introduces a significant time delay between the different spectral components inside the attosecond pulse. Thus using different SBs will introduce an additional phase shift, which would not cancel out according to Eq. (1).
When this procedure is adopted, a photoionization delay difference Δτ atomic between the two initial states can be computed dividing the phase difference of SB oscillations by their modulation frequency given by the IR frequency ω IR :
Δτ atomic = δϕ (1) atomic − δϕ (2) atomic /2ω IR = Δϕ SB /2ω IR .
(2) In recent experiments, the delay between electrons emerging from 3p and 3s states in argon has been measured [13] , [20] across a wide photon energy range.
B. Attosecond Streaking
In attosecond streaking, the measurement consists in recording the final momentum of the photoelectrons after their ionization by the SAP and interaction with a few-cycle IR probe pulse for different pump-probe time delays. Depending on the value of the vector potential at their release time, the photoelectrons are accelerated to different final momenta, thus mapping time information onto the energy axis [21] - [23] . One of the first important applications of attosecond streaking was the complete characterization of the SAP by retrieving the XUV spectrum and phase via a retrieval algorithm called FROG-CRAB [24] , [25] .
In addition, two different spectrograms recorded simultaneously and composed by different types of electrons, for instance originating from different states of the same target or from different targets, can also yield relative timing information about the atomic photoionization delay.
Pioneering experiments conducted on solid [26] or gas targets [14] have revealed unexpected time delays. In [14] a time delay in atomic photo emission of about 20 as has been extracted between electrons ionized from the 2s shell of neon with respect to the 2p shell.
How can this relative timing information be inferred from streaking measurements? Two methods have been presented: a temporal relative shift along the delay axis between the spectrograms formed by 2s and 2p electrons can be interpreted as a relative delay [26] ; alternatively, the group delays of both electron wavepackets can be retrieved from the spectrograms and their difference computed at the relative peak position [14] .
However, as we will show in the next sections, in both these methods the role of the temporal structure of the ionizing SAP (i.e., attochirp) has not been considered in detail. After introducing the experimental setup, we will show that the XUV attochirp may greatly influence the measurement and present a procedure how to retrieve reliable energy-dependent time delays from streaking measurements even if the SAPs are chirped.
III. ATTOSECOND STREAKING IN COINCIDENCE
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere [27] . We record attosecond streaking traces for two different target species, argon and neon, simultaneously, by exploiting the coincidence capability of a reaction microscope [28] , [29] detector. We prepare a gas target containing a proper mixture of argon and neon such that in every measurement the experimental conditions for both noble gases are identical. This ensures that systematic errors in the determination of photo ionization time delays are reduced to the minimum because electrons coming from both species see exactly the same XUV and IR fields. The gas target mixture is ionized with SAPs of 10-eV-bandwidth centered at about 35 eV. A moderately strong (about 3 × 10 12 W/cm 2 ) IR pulse with controllable delay modulates the final photoelectron momentum by streaking the electrons in the continuum according to the instantaneous magnitude of the vector potential.
The SAP is generated by focusing 800-nm IR laser pulses, with a duration of approximately 5 fs and their polarization shaped by a polarization gating scheme [30] into an argon gas target. The XUV-pump beam is first recombined with the delayed IR-probe through a holey mirror and both beams are subsequently collinearly focused by a toroidal mirror into a supersonic gas target, which is located inside the reaction microscope.
Ions and electrons are separated by a dc electric field and guided towards space and time sensitive detectors. This allows retrieving not only the kinetic energy of each individual particle at the moment of ionization but also their 3-D momentum vector. Applying a coincidence filter of the time of flight of the parent ions allows distinguishing between electrons originating from the photoionization of argon or neon, even though they energetically overlap.
B. Center-of-Mass Analysis
The two separate streaking traces obtained by this procedure for a mixture of argon and neon are shown in Fig. 1(a) . In a first approach, the timing information can be readily retrieved by quantifying the relative shift between the two streaking curves along the time axis [26] . We calculate the center-of-mass of the photoelectron energies between 0 and 40 eV (blue and red open circles of Fig. 1(b) and we fit the curves with the following formula representing an analytic form of the IR vector potential:
The photo ionization time delay between the two species can be extracted from the difference between the phases ϕ Ar and ϕ Ne for argon and neon, respectively:
This procedure yields a time delay difference Δτ Ar/Ne = −82 as. Since the sign convention is such that positive values correspond to delayed emission, the result shown in Fig. 1 indi- cates that the emission of photoelectrons from neon is delayed relative to that from argon.
C. FROG-CRAB Retrieval Algorithm
The analysis based on the calculation of the center-of-mass in energy returns a time delay difference Δτ Ar/Ne averaged across the whole bandwidth of the photoelectron spectrum. In this way, we compare photoelectron energies, without information about which XUV photon energy was absorbed by each photoelectron.
From a physical point of view, this means that we are also attributing the delay contribution due to a possible attochirp of the XUV pump pulse to the photo ionization atomic time delay. In other words, we are stopping but not starting the clock at the same time for all the electrons: an apparent delay between two photoelectrons may arise simply because they started at different instances of time within the attosecond pulse.
The solution for this ambiguity is to compute time delay differences between photoelectrons ionized by the XUV photons of the same energy. However, this is not as straightforward as with the RABBITT technique as discussed in Section II-A. With RABBITT we use an APT with discrete harmonics in the energy spectrum of the XUV pulses which allows for a straightforward identification between electron kinetic energy and XUV photon energy. For the streaking technique the situation is more complicated because a SAP instead of an APT is used which produces a continuum in the XUV pulse spectrum.
It is often assumed that the photoelectron spectrum is a replica of the XUV spectrum, just shifted in energy by the ionization potential of the target. But this is true only in the case of a uniform spectral response of the target to the ionizing photon energy, which is reflected by an energy independent absorption cross section within the energy bandwidth of the XUV pulse. In general, however, absorption cross sections may be frequency dependent such that the target atom absorbs photons of certain energy more likely than others. Thus the SAP spectrum can be enhanced or suppressed resulting in an apparent shift in energy of the photoelectron spectrum as compared to the simple photo ionization formula E kin = ω XUV − I p , where E kin is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron ionized by a photon of frequency ω xuv and I p is the ionization potential.
In a streaking experiment, under certain assumptions, it is possible to retrieve information about the phase of the XUV spectrum: it is contained in the spectrogram itself and can be extracted applying the FROG-CRAB retrieval algorithm.
The foundations of this technique are based on the strong field approximation (SFA): the measured spectrogram intensity I(p,t) for an electron with momentum p at a delay τ between the XUV pump and the IR probe can be written as (atomic units are used) [25] :
where d p is the transition dipole matrix element connecting the bound (ground) state with the continuum, F XUV (t) is the electric field of the XUV pulse and A L (t) is the vector potential of the IR field pulse. Some approximations are adopted to simplify the problem. First, it is assumed that the electron pulse created in the continuum by the transition dipole matrix element d p is an exact replica of the attosecond XUV spectrum. In other words d p is set equal to 1. Second, the final momentum of the electron p is approximated with the central momentum p c of the unstreaked photoelectron spectrum. Third, the equation is reduced to one dimension, which is valid for experiments where the electrons are collected within a small solid angle around the IR polarization axis.
The 1-D approximation is particularly important if the streaking experiments are performed with a reaction microscope or other detectors with 3-D momentum resolution. In this case also electrons emitted with a large angle with respect to the XUV (and IR) polarization direction are detected, thus preventing a reliable reconstruction from the full data set. In Ref [31] it has been shown that the retrieval algorithm is still trustful for electron counts collected within a cone with a full opening angle up to 40°. However, for all the measurements presented here a filter to the electrons was used selecting only the counts lying within 20°, thus ensuring a precise reconstruction and an adequate amount of usable counts.
With the three approximations summarized above Eq. (5) and (6) become:
and
It can be shown that I(p, τ ) is represented by a pair of F XUV and A L . Therefore, using an iterative procedure such as the generalized projection algorithm allows extracting the spectrum (and the phase) of the XUV pump pulse as well as the shape of the IR probe field [24] , [25] . This is the procedure that is normally adopted in order to characterize SAPs. However, if two streaking traces are measured simultaneously, the difference in spectral phases retrieved with this method gives also access to the timing information about the photo ionization process itself with high accuracy [14] , [25] . 
D. XUV Spectrum and Group Delay Retrieval With FROG-CRAB
In this section we will explain in more details how to retrieve the phase information. The spectral phase extracted using the above procedure can be expanded in a Taylor series around the central frequency of the pulse ω 0 :
The zero-order term φ(ω 0 ) determines the overall phase of the pulse, the first-order is the group delay and the second order represents the group delay dispersion of the pulse.
We can rewrite equation (9) introducing a function θ(ω) containing phase terms of order higher than the second:
The group delay τ GD is defined as
In equation (10), we see that neglecting the higher orders contained in the function θ(ω), the group delay is given by a straight line with offset τ 0 and a slope given by ∂ 2 φ/∂ω 2 representing the chirp of the XUV pulse. The zero-order term τ 0 includes an offset t 0 , which can be set arbitrarily in the reconstruction. It represents the choice made for the absolute zero of the temporal frame and affects the retrieved τ GD . However, if two streaking traces are processed simultaneously, the reconstruction refers to a unique time axis. Therefore the offset term t 0 cancels out when the difference between time delays τ (1) GD − τ (2) GD is computed. Fig. 2 shows the measured (panel (a) ) and retrieved (panel (b)) argon and neon spectrograms. Before running the FROG-CRAB retrieval algorithm, the experimental traces are patched together at an arbitrarily chosen energy of 40 eV in order to process Fig. 3. (a) The argon and neon spectra (solid red and blue line, respectively) retrieved from the streaking traces shown in Fig. 1(a) agree quite well with the measured IR-unperturbed photoelectron spectra (open circles with dashed line, red for argon, blue for neon). (b) The same spectra as (a) are shown shifted according to the different ionization potentials of argon and neon (red and blue dotted lines). If the corresponding photoabsorption cross-sections (dashed lines) are considered, the corrected spectra (red solid line for argon, blue dashed line for neon) are quite similar and in particular peak at the same XUV photon energy of about 37 eV. both spectrograms simultaneously. After the reconstruction, the spectra and phases are disentangled by shifting the neon data back to their original spectral position. Fig 3(a) shows the spectra for argon and neon (solid line) retrieved from the spectrograms of Fig. 2 . They are compared with the measured IR-unperturbed spectra, obtained by integrating the counts of Fig. 2(a) within the first 2 fs of the pump-probe scan and the agreement between the traces is excellent.
Interestingly, even though the photoelectron spectra for the two target species are created by the same XUV pulse and acquired simultaneously, Fig. 3(b) shows that the XUV spectrum retrieved from argon electrons is about 40% broader and peaks at an energy 6 eV lower with respect to the spectrum obtained from neon electrons.
These features can be explained if the photoabsorption crosssection of the different targets is taken into account. Indeed, while the neon cross-section is almost flat over the bandwidth of the pulse, the argon cross-section exhibits a strongly nonuniform behavior (see Fig. 3(b) ), such that electrons counts at low kinetic energies are enhanced. This explains also why the offset of the center-of-mass shift, shown in Fig. 1(b) , is almost at the same value of about 14 eV for both targets even though the relative ionization energies differ by about 6 eV.
The spectra corrected with the corresponding photoabsorption cross-sections (see Fig. 3(b) ) are quite similar with a residual small discrepancy in peak position of 1 eV only.
Before showing the spectral phases retrieved by the FROG-CRAB algorithm from the two experimental traces shown in Fig. 1(a) , it is worth testing with some simulated spectrograms whether the procedure yields reliable results. Fig. 4(a) shows two simulated streaking spectrograms prepared with different spectral bandwidth, same amount of chirp and shifted in time by a small delay Δτ of 10 as. Such traces are similar to the ones measured experimentally shown in Fig. 1(a) , where argon and neon valence electrons are ionized by the same attosecond XUV pulse and streaked by the same IR field.
The time delay between the two traces is calculated as the difference between the two group delays referred to as τ up GD and τ low GD for the upper and lower trace, respectively. The latter are determined through the derivative of the retrieved spectral phase as already shown in Eq (10): Fig. 4(d) shows that the FROG-CRAB algorithm reliably reconstructs the time delay of 10 as over the whole bandwidth of the spectra.
IV. ATTOCHIRP CORRECTED PHOTOIONIZATION TIME DELAYS
After showing that the FROG-CRAB algorithm reliably reproduces the measured photoelectron spectrum (see Fig. 3 ) and determines with high precision the difference in group delays between two electron wavepackets streaked by the same IR field (see Fig. 4 ), we are now in place to retrieve the energy-dependent photoionization time delay difference between argon and neon as shown in Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5(a) , we can see that for both target atoms the slope of the group delay curve is quite steep, on the order 25 as/eV, indicating that the XUV pump pulse is relatively strongly chirped.
If we compute the time delay difference between the two species Δτ Ar/Ne = τ This method of extracting time delay differences is equivalent to the center-of-mass analysis presented above, and indeed, the value for Δτ Ar/Ne = −85 as that we would obtain calculating the average of the individual time delay differences within the spectral bandwidth agrees very well with the estimation provided by the center-of-mass analysis Δτ Ar/Ne = −82 as. The key to obtain attochirp-corrected time delays in attosecond energy streaking is to compute Δτ Ar/Ne at the same XUV photon energy, such that ΔE XUV = 0 even if ΔE kin = 0 (see black vertical line in Fig. 5(b) ). The photoelectron spectra and group delays depicted in Fig. 5(a) are first shifted in energy according to the different ionization potential of the two species, thus retrieving the photon spectra as shown in Fig. 3 . Then, for any photon energy within the range where the spectral intensity of both spectra overlap, the difference between the group delays retrieved for argon and neon can be computed, yielding the energy-dependent delay curve presented in Fig. 5(c) .
For the considered energy range the difference Δτ Ar/Ne is mainly positive, a result completely opposite to the one obtained by the COM analysis, where the contribution to the delay given by the attochirp is not eliminated. While the residual attochirp in our pulses was rather strong, it is important to note that even a more moderate attochirp will introduce significant systematic errors if the analysis is not done properly.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown a detailed description of how to extract photoionization time delay differences between two types of electrons emitted from two different targets when attosecond energy streaking is employed. We have shown that any attochirp of the SAP manifests itself in the same way as the atomic photoionization time delay and therefore can lead to wrong interpretations if it is not properly taken into account. Our measurements give access to the photoionization time delay difference between electrons originating from argon with respect to those ionized by neon. Our experiments yield delays of a few tens of attoseconds in a XUV photon energy range between 28 and 38 eV. ACKNOWLEDGMENT M. Lucchini would like to thanks the ETH Zurich Postdoctoral Fellowship Program for support.
